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Price ONE PENNY

SHALL WE LOSE ULSTER
NO SURRENDER?
As Ireland is so •very much in the public eye the ordinary conventions of life count for
at the moment, I feel that a few words of nothing with a people who are half dreamers
explanation as to the conditions which obtain and half unsentimental materialists.
before and during a "free" Irish election.
Only those who have been through the
The English are, by nature, a law-abiding intimidation which is practised at a presentnation. In England, if you want the public not day Irish election can have any idea of the
to use a certain path, you merely place a small conditions.
stick or cord across the said path, and all
pedestrians, meekly turn aside and go another It is not easy for a woman living alone in an
way. In Ireland, should you wish to block a isolated cottage to go to the polls and vote as
path, you need to put up barb wire barricades, her conscience dictates, if she knows that the
and then you will probably find that some I.R.A. have her under observation, and that it
bright lad has produced wire cutters and is more than probable that the night before the
election her cow will be maimed, her
forced his way through!
windows broken by revolver shots, and that
The law, in Ireland, must be enforced with a she herself will be hustled and probably
very strong hand if it is not to be broken and
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injured as she attempts to enter the polling The cry "Up de Valera!" is heard in Ireland
booth.
to day. I say "Up England!" Reconquer
Ireland, and restore peace and prosperity,
I was living just inside the Ulster border happiness and laughter to her oppressed
during the first post-war election, and was people. At the bottom of his heart the most
responsible for bringing many trembling fervid Republican knows he was better off
elderly women voters to the polls. Being under British rule. If the British troops were
loyalists, they would have stood no chance of to march into Dublin to-morrow, they would
recording their votes had we not fetched them be welcomed with open arms and prayers of
from their outlying homes, and literally thanksgiving would be offered up in every
fought our- way through the members of the church and chapel, that the rule of the place
I.R.A. who lined the steps of the school where seeker and terrorist was over.
the voting was taking place, with the avowedintention of preventing loyalists from We loyal Irish love our country with a fervour
recording their votes.
that seems ridiculous to the English mind. To
us, the very soil seems different to that of
The outline of a 4.50 colt, worn beneath a thin other countries. We love her for her mistakes
coat is a useful barrier against terrorism, and and shortcomings, for her inconsistencies and
the only one which gains- any respect from her soft, energy-sapping beauty, but loving
the lawless element in Ireland, where pacifism her un-selfishly, we know she is not fit to
and conciliation are merely counted as govern herself. Only by keeping her place
weakness.
within the British Empire can she fulfil her
destiny. We, as well as de Valera want "One
The I.R.A. are numerous, but, unless they- and undivided," but we want her one and
have greatly changed since the last "bad undivided WITHIN THE BRITISH EMPIRE.
times" they are not over courageous. I have The Six Loyal Counties of Ulster were saved
been one of a party of four ambushed by from the wreck, and now there is once more
"twenty picked men" of the 4th Northern some talk of throwing them overboard to
Division I.R.A., and have heard that same make a Republican holiday.
twenty running like rabbits in the darkness
when we stopped the car in which we were The men of the 36th (Ulster) Division went
driving and chased them up the :road, without "over the top" during the great war crying "No
firing one shot!
Surrender," and while there is breath in our
bodies we, who survived them, will say the
I have been escorted by twelve armed men of same. Irish Fascist.
the I.R.A., party who were raiding my father's
house in 1920, across my own yard in order
The Dangers of Tariffs
that I might unlock the garage door for them
to put the car out or order. Twelve armed men
The National Government was returned by
to guard one woman, and double that amount
the Electorate upon a policy of Tariffs on
left in the house to point rifles at the heads of
foreign goods. These Tariffs, which have not
one unarmed retired Colonel and his wife, and
yet materialised, were designed to protect.
to terrorise the young maids and a child of
Home Industries against foreign competition.
three years old!
That is the vaunted I.R.A., whom the
toleration merchants of England are
contemplating as masters of John Bull's other
Island ! Surely it is time that the British Lion
stirred from his slumbers, and showed the
watching nations that he is still strong and
vital, and has not degenerated into a toothless, clawless mongrel, ready to slink away at
the crack of a rebel's whip!

The present Cabinet is not a business one and
contains but very few members who
understand our Trades. Should these men
follow the lead of Mr. Winston Churchill and
blindly impose advalorem duties to benefit
one trade, they may further endanger our
already impoverished workers.
The Protectionists point proudly with some
justification) to two trades; (artificial silk and
internal combustion (engineering-which have
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materially benefited under "McKenna" duties, one ton of iron ore, ten tons of coal have to
but they do not stress the damage done to be burned. Logically then, one would presume
others.
that our coal and, iron mines are working full
time, and the miners flourishing. Such is- not
Let us consider the motor car first. From 918 the case. The coal mines of Great Britain have
to 1925 eight cars out of every ten used in never been in a worse condition, and the
Great Britain were of foreign origin. Our miners and their families are gradually
home manufacturers had struggled to compete starving at the pit heads. Not one iron ore
with the cheap American and European mine in these islands is working full time and
products, hut were fast becoming submerged. 90 per cent of them have been closed for many
years, and never can he reopened.
The only British Company to pay a regular
dividend during this period was Messrs. When Churchill protected the car he allowed
Rolls-Royce Ltd., many others failed or German and Belgian iron and steel to come
became moribund.
into this country in bar and ingot form free of
duty. The European miner works long hours
A deputation of manufacturers presented their for small wages, and their Governments
case to Mr. Churchill, and in 1925 he decided subsidise their Industry. When Churchill
to impose a thirty-three and one third per cent. protected cars, he damned our coal and iron
tax on all imported cars and all component trade. Our British cars are made of foreign
parts of engines, chassis, and bodies.
metal.
In the seven succeeding years our
manufactures have made great strides, and
conditions in the industry have improved a
hundred fold. Home motorists are buying
home-made cars and the foreigner has been
forced off our market.
Sir William Morris has turned the little
country village of Cowley, Oxon, into a
manufacturing town. He- has bought up and
reconstructed the affairs of Messrs. Wolseley.
He has established workshops in the Midlands
and has placed thousands of men and women
into good regular employment.

At the same time (1925) Churchill decided to
place a thirty-three and one third per cent duty
on all imported manufactured artificial silk
goods, and all the raw materials used in t heir
manufacture.
Prior to this protection, little or no artificial
silk had been made in English factories.
To-day, Britain leads the world in this trade;
her goods are the best and the cheapest on the
market.

British artificial silk, underwear, hosiery,
curtains, upholstering materials, dress
materials, and readymade dresses, costumes
Sir Herbert Austin has trebled his and jumpers, are preeminent. They are in
Birmingham factory, and created world-wide universal every-day use.
interest in his products. Various other firms—
Hillman-Humbber, Rover, Singer, Leyland; Vast sums of money have been sunk in this
Crossleys, Armstong Siddeley, etc.—have industry, huge factories have been- erected
grown beyond recognition, and British cars and many thousands of workers have found
are selling abroad and gradually becoming employment in a trade which, prior to
preeminent on the World's Markets.
protection, was virtually non-existent. Once
again the Tariff minded politician Crows.
Ford and Citroen, in self-defence, have had
to erect huge factories at Dagenham and For many decades Lancashire-made cotton
Slough respectively, and find employment for goods were the pride of Britain and the
English mechanics to turn out cars that, before necessity of the world's peoples. The mills of
the duties were imposed, were made by Burnley, Preston and Blackburn supplied the
Americans and Frenchmen. So far, so good. needs of many races, the mill-worker was
happy and contented — Lancashire
The motor car industry in annually consuming flourished. To-day Lancashire is a county
thousands of tons of iron and steel. To smelt peopled by despondent, disgruntled, workless
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and hopeless men and women. Her trade has
gone, her homes are bare. Protected artificial
silk has replaced unprotected cotton.
Before voting again, ask your candidate his
knowledge of our trade conditions, and his
attitude towards Tariffs. Area-Commander
Whitmore

Wake-up Youth!

the State employee. By the Press,
Cinematograph, Radio, by example and. by
fashion the Marxism gospel is spread.
Youth of Britain, make this spring a time of
re-awakening Britain.
Face the trials and difficulties con-fronting
our country with courage, with the faith of
Youth.

Join our Legions; show that you reject the
R. HARRY POLLITT is again
theory of Marx and Engles. Show you fellow
active in the East-End, and on the
citizens that .you are ready to fight for the
1st January, at the Shoreditch
rights that your fathers died for!
Town Hall in the course of a strong
revolutionary speech, said:—
Remember always, "Duties before Rights."

M

"The Russian Revolution owed the greatest
debt to the wonderful work carried on by the
"Pravda" (U.S.S.R. Newspaper). What the
Russian Bolshevists did, we British
Bolshevists will do."
This most clearly identifies the Communist
Party with Bolshevism. This will surely shock
our pacifist and internationalist friends.
However since internationalism and
Bolshevism are not desirable to Britain, we
ask for greater efforts on the part of our
readers to recruit still more to the banner.
There are clear indications that the Socialist,
I.L.P., and the Communist parties are again
"getting together" in yet another combined
effort against the State.

The Empire's Need of
Loyal Ulster

I

write this in a spirit of humility,
mitigated by hope for the future, for I am
English In 1919, the English betrayed
their trust to the Irish loyalists; and now is
their opportunity to redeem their former
broken pledge.

On Saturday, January, 29th, the centenary of
the birth of General-Gordon, the hero of
Khartoum was celebrated, and this brought
back to the minds of citizens of the Empire
the criminal blunder which sent this man and
his native troops to their deaths. We, in the
present generation have committed the same
Mr. A. L. Rowse, in an appeal to youth (see
criminal blunder, and sent hundreds of loyal
"New Clarion" 31st December), said:—
Irish men and women to their deaths, and
worse than death.
"There is no way other than that of the
working class movement in Europe. I refuse
Now that de Valera is on the point of
to make any distinction, whether it is Labour
proclaiming an Irish Republic; and Lord
Party or I.L.P., Social Democrat or
--Craigavon has demanded that Ulster be
Communist; it is all one movement tone, and
allowed to assert her rights to remain within
what is outside is either purposeless. or
the British Empire, the British Fascists have
working for destruction."
offered their services to help the Six Loyal
Counties.
This man, and many other of a similar type
have great influence over youth, because of
Now is the time to redeem our honour, and
their seemingly reasonable .demands and the
render all aid in our power to our brother and
usual cloak of "intellectual pacifism" which
sister loyalists across the Irish Sea.
covers nearly all the enemies of the State
to-day.
I appeal for public support from all classes of
the community, and would remind our readers
Yet, while day by day, these enemies of the
of the Jew, Karl Marx's famous saving,
State consolidate their positions, little or no
"Ireland is the Achilles heel of England." To
steps are taken to ensure even the loyalty of
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those who are deaf to the call of honour, this thereby producing fewer commodities, and
last may appeal.
even these may be left on his, hands.
Since Cromwell's time we in England have
not experienced the horrors of civil war. We
have yet to see peaceful homesteads destroyed
by fire at night; such as was the case at
Altnaveigh, Co. Armagh, near the border
town of Newry, where every loyalist's home
was visited by the I.R.A., who left a trail of
death and wrecked homes behind them, or to
have a repetition of the terrible scenes of rape,
torture and murder which took place during
the Irish troubles.

An ordinary mixed farm of say, 200 to 300
acres should have a fair output of dairy
produce, poultry, pigs, and in most cases,
garden pro-dime as well, which would be
used for the nation's food if only there was an
assured market.

The food problem in England is acute; we
cannot feed ourselves for more than three
weeks without outside help, and now that the
Navy has been reduced so drastically, we can
no longer rely on our supremacy of the seas
History- repeats itself, and is about to do so to save us from a serious blockade.
again. The loss- of the Irish Loyalist would
make certain of Moscow's greatest aim—the This difficulty could, in a large measure be
destruction of Christianity and the British solved by a Government collective system,
Empire.
such as obtains in Holland, where local vans
collect daily from the farms, and the small
I ask all English readers to- help clear the stain farmer is certain of his produce being sold, no
from our shield, and take up the fight for the matter how little he can grow. In these
retention of loyal Ulster in her place in the circumstances, the farmer is encouraged to
Empire which she has so well and truly increase instead of decrease h is output, and
earned. R, L-O.
the community benefits by being able to
purchase fresh, home-grown foodstuffs
British Fascists at the German instead of existing on semi-fresh or frozen
imports.

Embassy

O

N the occasion of the rise of Fas-cist
power in Germany, four members of
the Executive Committee of the
British Fascists called at the German Embassy
and were received by the First Political
Secretary.
Mutual interest in fighting: international
Communism was the cause of the visit.

Poultry and Cabbages

T

HE much abused farmer has a great
deal these days, with which to
contend, and "Commissions," usually
composed of townees do not assist the
problem. It is all very well to talk of thousands
of bushels of corn, etc., but the real problem
in the ordinary British farmer's life is the
inability of being certain of a market for his
smaller produce.
The price of labour is so high that he is
obliged to cut down his employed labour,

Such- a scheme would create employment,
and place the country in far more selfsupporting position. If a little help were
forthcoming, much could be done to improve
the small farmer's lot.
To quote a case (one of hundreds), known to
me personally:—A West Country farmer
has130 acres of moor-land suitable for sheep.
Sheep were actually being sold at 2/- per head
in the local markets three months ago, but this
farmer could not afford the wages of a
shepherd at the present trade union rates.
Could he have had a little government help,
he could have bought his flock, taken one
agricultural labourer off the dole, produced a
nice little stock of home-grown lamb and
mutton for consumption, to say nothing of
wool. Public opinion should demand home
products, and make it possible for the home
farmer to supply the demand. Land-should be
rated according to its productive qualities, and
production encouraged and not discouraged.
I go as far as to say that owners of productive
land, that is, land capable of growing food-
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stuffs, or grazing cattle, who leave that land
uncultivated, should. be trebly rated and the
money so obtained passed to those who use
it for the diminution of unemployment and
the production of food for the nation.

country is full of men and women to whom
the downfall of the British Empire would
mean the end of all things—but what are they
doing to prevent such a tragedy? They deplore
the growth of Communism, but they will give
neither personal, help nor monetary support
The ownership of land is a great national to those who are doing their utmost to check
responsibility, but an equally great the spread of revolutionary poison.
responsibility rests on those who live in towns
and industrial areas; that is, that they should The Red menace to Britain is very real and
demand British farm products, and see that terribly strong. The apostles of sedition and
they get them. Then the farmer will be able disruption talk openly of a Soviet Britain, are
to respond by producing more and selling the loyal citizens going to allow such schemes
cheaper. Thomas Latch.
to come to fruition?
In the war, we had a rousing slogan, "Are we
downhearted?" and the answer used to come
with a roar "NO!" Let the same slogan be
PEAKING at Lime Grove Baths, heard to-day.
Hammersmith,
at
the
"Lenin
Anniversary" meeting on January 24th, “A Soviet Britain!" cry the Reds, let the
last, Mr. Bramley spoke of a "Soviet Britain:" loyalists drown this subversive question with
as the objective of all Communist Activities such a "NO!" as will be heard at the very
in England.
headquarters of our Communists' Russian
masters. D. G. H.
He also stated, that, had the bus strikers had
enough support during their recent cessation
Unemployment—A
of work, it would have been easy to have
Suggested Palliative
started a revolution. He said that the
Communist Party were standing by India and
Ireland in their respective struggles for
HE Unemployment figures issued by
freedom, and urged his hearers to make
the Ministry of Labour show that
Hammersmith a Communist Centre.
nearly 3,000,000 men and women are
Asked by a member of the audience "What drawing Unemployment benefit each week.
about Christ," Mr. Bramley replied, "Lenin is Unfortunately this total, had as it is, is a false
our Christ, and him we follow and no other." one, and does not give the general public a
true impression of the damnable condition
After a stirring appeal to his enthusiastic into which our politicians have allowed the
hearers to work for a Soviet Britain Mr. industries of Great Britain to fall.
Bramley concluded, "We have only one thing
to fear, and that is the Fascists...."
It tells 'nothing of the vast army of workers
"Lenin is our Christ—but we fear the who have expended their benefit and have
Fascists!" Those sentiments will cheer many been struck off the "live register" of the
a member of the British Fascists who has Ministry—their numbers are legion. The
worked "without personal consideration" for hordes of clerks and professional men, who,
the past ten years. To have earned the fear and when in employment earn more than £250 per
hatred of renegade traitors who look to annum are not included. Domestic servants,
revolutionary Russia for their "Christ" is male and female, and agricultural labourers
surely a tribute to the good work done by the are not insurable—their quota is missing from
Organisation
the report. Finally, the gravest of all problems
this country has to face is hidden from the
If only the thousands of apathetically loyal vulgar gaze by these statistics.
citizens of these islands of ours would- take
a lesson from both the British Fascists and the At the end of each quarter, boys and girls who
Communists, and work for their cause! The have completed their education are thrown on

A Soviet Britain?

S

T
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to the labour market in an ever increasing
stream; no work is available and they are
forced to remain idle. These children are
denied the right to equip themselves for the
fight for existence, and the Ministry
conveniently overlooks them in its returns.

Balance Sheet, when checked, would be
passed to the Treasury who would pay the
certified deficiency to the Employer, thus
allowing the latter to keep open his factory
and give a living wage to the worker.
The saving of .L78,000,000 per annum above
mentioned would be but a minor factor in the
welfare of the country if such a scheme were
adopted. A workless person endeavouring to
exist on a miserable pittance of 15/- per week
has no material spending value. When in
employment he (or she) can, and does,
increase the Country's trade by circulating the
rewards of his (or her) labours.

Since 1918, when our troops returned
victorious from the Great War, we have been
represented in the House of Commons by
Governments formed in turn by Prime
Ministers of all three parties, i.e., Liberal,
Labour and Conservative. Each- Government,
has, in its turn, added materially to the
numbers of workless, and failed to produce
any measure designed to meet the needs of
our industries.
And, what is more, we could then buy British.
Area-Commander Whitmore.
Our trade markets have gone, we won the
War, the Central European Countries have
The Godless
won the peace. Goods, the result of sweated
labour in Poland, Czecho-Slovakia,
T is foolish for the "broad-minded"
Yugoslavia, Germany, Belgium, etc., have
people to remain inactive any longer,
replaced home products, in the home markets.
they must awaken to the dangers of
Our own manufacturers striving as they have
Communism. This is work for British
been, to maintain a decent standard of living
Fascists. If the propaganda of the Communist
in Great Britain; have been unable to compete
party of Great Britain remains unchecked,
with these cheap foreign goods and have been
there will be no strata of society untainted by
forced to close their factories.
its pernicious effect.

I

The overhead costs have been so high that
employers have lost money on the labours of
each employee. It has been estimated that the
average loss on each employee has been one
of from 3/- to 5/- per head per week. This
could not be maintained, and the factories
have had to extinguish their fires and close
their doors.
The unemployment benefit paid to the
workless averages at least per head, the loss
on the workers labours—at the most, 5/per-week. Would it not be more economic for
the Government to subsidise the Industrialist
than to pay benefits to the workless?

The changes that Communism would
involve,—should it ever be adopted-- are not
only economic but also moral. As evidence
of this, attacks upon religion have been
renewed with fierce intensity. Mr. T. A.
Jackson is now busy organizing the tierce
attacks, and opening branches of the "League
of Militant Godless" in many parts of England.
During' July and August of last year the
"Daily Worker" placed its columns at the
disposal of "Godless" correspondents in the
U.S.S.R. and anti-religious articles are
published by this organ of discontent every
week.

The difference between such subsidy and the
This is a challenge; a challenge to Christian
benefits now paid would be one of 10/- per
civilisation, let British Fascists accept it and
head per week, or, with the figures at
arouse the apathetic' public to crush these
3,000,000, 08,000,000 per annum.
enemies of God and the British race.
The tight will be hard, as there are many
This gigantic sum could be saved each year
"armchair" critics, whilst the Communists are
if our Government called upon employers to
entrenched in the ranks of the discontented
render a monthly balance sheet to the
and un-employed, corrupting and degrading
Exchequer -and Audit Department. This
the very heart of the Empire.
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Whilst the renewed attack on Religion and
Christian Morals standard is more intense, it
'is not new, but part of the never-ending
propaganda of the Communist party.
Communism, to gain its victory over Liberty
and conscience, must necessarily destroy
religion, the home, and the individual in
Society. As proof of this the "Pravda" (U.S.
S. R. Government Organ, 8th April, 1929)
printed the following:"Local authorities must without loss of time,
throw all necessary forces on to the Anti-God
front. They must declare anti-religious
propaganda to be compulsory,—and that such
work will be considered as party work--we
must declare war to the death on all forms of
religion."
Again Comrade Lounstcharsky Commissar
of Public Education—says, "We must learn
how to hate, and it is only then that we shall
conquer the World. Down with the love of
our neighbours."

nominal cost; and there is an additional
benefit of constant hot water, so that baths
may be had at a small charge. Members are
asked to bring their friends to H.Q., where
they will be sure of a welcome.
Outdoor lunch-hour and evening meetings are
being held daily, and all members are asked
to attend as many of them as possible.
The country has never needed, patriotic
Fascism more than to-day especially with the
prospect of a Republican Ireland at our backgates, so all British Fascists should keep in
constant touch with G.H.Q., and should
endeavour to recruit as many patriotic men
and women as possible for the Organisation.
R. L. Lintorn-Orman.

Spread the Gospel of
Fascism

B

ROTHER and Sister Fascists, the
country's need is great. Never in the
history of our Empire have its
These are only a tithe of the damning enemies been so strong, or so determined to
evidence of their hatred for any form of law bring about its downfall.
and order.
We know that Fascism, and Fascism alone
We know well how such creeds as these affect will save us from the evils of Communism
youth, and it is to the Youth that these false and Bolshevism. Fascism is the purest form
maxims are taught. If our Government has of patriotism, putting King and Country first
neither the will or power to stop this most always, not sometimes when it suits, as the
poisonous propaganda of the Soviet, let professional politician does.
British Fascism supply a strong antidote.
Therefore it is essential that now, as never
By word, deed and action, we must .recruit before, we determine, each and every one of
and meet the danger that confronts our us, to become an apostle for the cause we have
Country whether it is Political or moral. at heart. The time is ripe. Wherever we go, at
Company Officer Crum.
work or play, we should remember that
thinking people of all classes are realising the
failure of the party system, and the need for
The Spring Push
sane practical remedies. Fascism alone can
supply those remedies.
.H.Q., has moved into larger
Headquarters, owing to the growth
The public are awakening, are you Fascists
of our movement. These are situated
sleeping ? So many of you are strangers at
at 22, Stanhope Gardens, South Kensington,
Headquarters that the staff are wondering if
arid, as well as the necessary offices have a
they should not all be wearing black armlets.
good clubroom for members, who are most
Your duty to the movement is a great one.
heartily welcome at any time.
Each and every moment of each and every
day you should, think, talk (not dream)
There is a canteen, where members can obtain
Fascism.
meals at cost price. Any provincial members
visiting London can have a bed at H.Q. at

G
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You all have friends, your friends are loyal
Citizens; the fact that they are loyal citizens
and not Fascists reflects little credit on
yourselves. Tell all you know, all you meet
the truth and nothing hut the truth, and our
members will swell. Never has England
needed the united efforts of her loyal people
as she does today.

case, on behalf of the members of the
Organisation. The Founder suitably replied.
A most enjoyable evening closed with the
singing of the National Anthem.

The British Fascists held a Meeting at Hyde
Park on Sunday, February 12th. Some 40
Members (Men’s and Women's Units) were
Our politicians have thrown aside Egypt, and present and guarded the Colours against a
surrendered the Hankow concessions. India hostile crowd of some 1,500 Reds.
has suffered from milk and water methods,
Ireland is showing signs of revolt. The The British Fascists would like to render their
Communists are working, what are you thanks to the Police, who assisted them in
doing? Play the game, remember your oath every way.
and work too.
Further Meetings are being held in Hyde Park.
There is plenty to encourage us. We are
receiving inquiries not only from all parts of Perhaps the Reds and Irish Contingents might
the country, but from the Colonies. Branches refrain from 1, drawing razors; 2, knives; 3,
are being formed in both Australia and guns or 4, indecent remarks.
Canada.

Correspondence

So, on with the good work. Make our slogan
"For God, King and Country" ring out from
To the Editor of British Fascism.
end to end of our land, and remember Britain
for the British. W. J. Webster,
Dear Sir,
County Commander.

UNEMPLOYMENT

Social Event

A

very pleasant dance was held, under
the auspices of the British Fascists,
Headquarter Staff, at Holborn
Assembly Rooms, on 27th January. An
excellent programme of music was rendered
by the Columbine Dance Band; conducted by
Mr. George Dowie.
An open Fox-trot competition was won by
Mr. F. Alback and Miss B. Slough, with Miss
Dunham and Mr. Beaks,. second. Miss Jean
McKay, Secretary of the Ballroom Dancers
Association acted as judge, and awarded .the
prizes.
Some pretty Cabaret numbers were then
given, after which a flashlight photograph was
taken of the gathering.
The next item was rather a pleasant one to all
present, when County Commander Webster,
who acted as M.C. presented the Founder,
Miss Lintorn-Orman with a silver cigarette

Has it ever struck you, what fools our
legislators are? We have close on three
million registered unemployed Three million
of our people struggling to exist on the
miserable pittance they draw from the dole.
Yet if you take a walk round the West End,
go into any of our large hotels, and look at the
members of the staff in any one of them, you
find nothing but French, Italian, Greek,
Chinese. Rarely can you see a single British
face. Chefs, waiters, kitchen staffs, all
foreigners, while our own people starve on
the dole. In this one industry alone there is an
opportunity to put thousands of our Britons
into work, not only in London, but all over
the country. But that would mean being
unkind enough to shift a few foreigners, a lot
of whom are loud in running down England
and everything English. And that would never
suit our political bosses. Far better allow an
alien to make a good living at our expense,
than to risk offending the financier who might
withdraw his support from party funds.
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I hope Mr. Editor, you will take up this
question, and include it in your fight to waken
the Nation to the necessity of rallying to the
slogan "Britain for the British." Yours loyally,
Observer.
To the Editor of British Fascism
Dear Sir,
I notice in to-day's paper, that the Red faction
in Germany are making use of children as
"Storm-Troops" against the Hitlerites.
Whatever our conditions have been since
1914-1918, it is grossly unfair to bring
youngsters into the trouble.
The Bolsheviks in Russia started this caddish
form of fighting, and the same idea, of
"Women and Children first" was used in
Ireland during the Rebellion. The English
Bolsheviks use the same tactics in the East
End.
Cannot the Reds in England at least, fight
British? Yours etc., EX.
To the Editor of British Fascism.
Dear Sir,
I wish to protest against the Oxford University
Students being permitted to make the
statement, "This house will in no
circumstances fight for our King and
Country."
'These young men receive their Education at
one of our greatest Universities; they receive
the privileges of an organised institution, and
as long as they benefit by these privileges,
should be loyal to the traditions of Oxford.
If not—let them come down and definitely
join the open Red Flagites, but do not take the
privileges and none of the responsibilities.
If you publish my letter, please send it to
Oxford—and. to the Mayor of Oxford.
Yours etc.
P. Western;
London, S.W.
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